22 COVER STORY: BRING BACK THE GRASS
Damaged grass can be rejuvenated in any number of ways. Renovation through aerification and overseeding might cure your damaged turf.

30 A CHALLENGING COURSE
Olympia Fields' two courses have presented more challenges for the superintendent than they have for the golfers.

36 FERTILIZATION GUIDES FOR GOLF COURSE TURF
36 Warm-season grasses
38 Cool-season grasses

46 ANATOMY OF AN I.P.M. PROGRAM
Using 'scouts' to detect pest populations, Montgomery Village in Maryland was able to save money yet keep its turf healthy and beautiful.

56 MANAGEMENT EVALUATION
In Part II of this series, Rudd McGary and Ed Wandtke deal with management evaluation and assessment.

ON THE COVER: Excellent soil cores removed by a tine aerator.